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Restoring a Gilt-Lined,
Nineteenth-Century Mahogany Frame
By Lauren Sepp
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This nineteenth-century mahogany frame, which includes a
gilt liner, was recently restored with the help of several Liberon
products. The result: a beautiful frame ready to be used again.
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frame and other worn areas, then
waited a few hours for it to dry completely.
Once it was dry, it was time to
apply the finish. One of my favorite
products to use for this is Liberon’s
Easy French Polish, a shellac designed for beginners to polish small
items and carved woodwork. Use a
good-quality lacquer brush or cloth
to apply a thin coat to the surface. Let
dry for a few hours before applying
additional coats. The other option is

The original frame before restoration
work began

The frame’s original gilt liner before
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Wax Filler Sticks, a wax fill for re-

cracks in the repaired areas to match
the cracks on the rest of the liner.
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The next step was to tone the
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press the wax into the miter joints us-
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and buff off the excess with a cloth.
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Using a razor blade to cut matching
gesso cracks into repaired areas

Burnishing cream can be buffed in
to restore a frame’s luster

elements.
After that, it was time to start on
the mahogany frame. The first step
was to revive the surface. Liberon
makes two products for this: wax
and polish remover, a non-aggressive,
strong cleaner to remove dirt, grime,
dust, smoke, and old layers of wax
from antique furniture without damaging the original finish; and burnishing cream, which removes dirt, super36 PFM August 2020
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ing and protecting the wood from
dryness. The best way to apply the
wax is with a soft steel wool such as
Liberon’s 0000 steel wool. Simply dip
the steel wool into the wax and gently apply to the surface of the frame.
Let dry for 20 minutes, then buff.
And there you have it; a beautiful frame ready to be enjoyed for

Wax Filler Sticks can be buffed in to
fill cracks, gaps, holes, and scratches

many more generations! PFM
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a spatula, and buff with a rag. You
can also use the company’s Retouch
Crayons. The crayons are made from
carnauba wax for filling shallow
scratches and small nail holes. Simply rub the crayon into the scratch or
rub to fill a hole.
The black ebonized panels on
the frame also needed some attention. Liberon’s Black Patinating Wax,
an extremely deep black wax for
adding aged highlights or disguising
repairs on old worn surfaces, was
used here. This product is perfect
for hiding scratches and giving the
ebonized panels a nice shine when
dry. Apply with a cotton rag or use
a brush to work into the surface.
Let dry and buff. You can also use a
black Retouch Crayon to fill deeper
scratches.
Finally, a finish coat of wax was
applied to harmonize the surface.
Liberon’s Black Bison Paste Wax is
a blend of fine waxes for nourish-

Fill shallow scratches and small nail
holes with Retouch Crayons
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